
1:1 with Designer Custom design Affordable

A better way
to design
your yard
Kick-start fresh ideas or tie elements together with the
Classic package. Ready-to-use contractor plans.
Collaborate with a designer 100% online.

“The process was very efficient and
the attention to detail was amazing
- highly recommend ” - Jin

BACQYARD



1:1 with designer

Review and iterate

Finalize and prepare for
installation

Contractor match (optional)

First, schedule a video call with your designer
to discuss your project details, wish list, and
budget. You will work one-on-one with a
dedicated expert who will tailor every aspect
to fit your vision, ensuring your design is both
beautiful and uniquely yours.

Collaboration is key in design, so we provide
follow-up calls with your designer to fine-tune
details. If a call isn't needed, you can easily
leave notes for your designer on our platform.
Use our web app to share ideas, feedback,
and questions about your project. 

After you've approved your design, your
designer will compile all necessary CAD plans
and contractor documents to prepare for the
installation phase. This ensures that you'll
experience a smooth transition from the
design studio to the construction site.

Each design comes with free contractor
matching and build support to turn your
dream yard into reality. Our contractor
network spans nationwide, featuring
experienced, licensed, and insured local
landscape professionals. Plus, our support
team is on hand to address any queries from
you or your installer.

A more hands-on-approach
What to expect when you work with your design team
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4 easy-to-read sheets
Colorful plans for a clear view
Planting plan
Dimension + lighting plan
A handy legend to decode
everything

Your New Yard, Mapped
Out Step by Step

We'll show you a clear picture of
where everything goes, from plants
to patios, and water features to
privacy spots.

What you get in the Classic package:

FAQ:
Are side yards part of the package
or are they extra?
Side yards come with all our
packages at no extra charge!
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FAQ:
Are you able to help me find a contractor to execute my design?
Absolutely! We're on hand to help you find a trustworthy contractor who can put your design into action. When you're done with the design phase and ready for the next step, just
let your design team know. We'll then connect you with a local contractor who can install your design.



FAQ:
Can you assist with sourcing plants?
Yes, we can help find a reputable nursery in your area where you can purchase plants included in your design. If any substitutions are needed, simply call us and we will provide
plant substitutions free of charge.



FAQ:
How do you measure my property accurately without visiting in person?
We use high-resolution satellite images, detailed topographical maps, publicly accessible data about your property, property photos, and a video tour of your property. From this
combination of resources, we craft a precise 3D model of your property, complete with all necessary dimensions, contours, slopes, and drainage details.



FAQ:
Is landscape lighting included or is that an additional cost?
Absolutely, landscape lighting is a standard feature included in all of our packages. There's no need to buy it separately—it's all part of the initial purchase.
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Rachel C.

We used BACQYARD's Luxe Package

for our property and couldn't be

happier. Matched with Mark, who

provided exceptional service from

start to finish. Easily the best

experience we've had in landscaping!

Ahmed S.

Delighted with BACQYARD! Their

team, led by designer Jordan, crafted

a beautiful and functional yard space.

Great service from start to finish. For

anyone wanting a landscape upgrade,

BACQYARD is a must!

Jennifer M. Jessica T.

Arun K. Amanda P.

Working with Sarah from BACQYARD

was a game-changer. Her expertise

and dedication completely

transformed our property into a

paradise. A top-notch experience we

highly recommend!

I am delighted with BACQYARD's

work on our garden! Lucas brought

our vision to life. Our yard is truly

revitalized. I recommend BACQYARD

if you are looking for a top-notch

makeover!

Emily was the designer we worked

with and I could not be happier. From

the plants to the layout, she nailed it.

Our yard's never looked better. If

you're thinking about a yard makeover

I highly recommend BACQYARD!

I am so thrilled with BACQYARD's

transformation of our yard! Jonathan,  

exceeded all expectations, delivering

a stunning layout with perfect plant

selections. The result is amazing - our

yard has never looked better.

FAQ:
How do you find the right designer for me?
We make it simple. You'll take a quick quiz that tells us about what you're dreaming of for your outdoor space, how you like to spend your time, and your style. With those details,
we can pair you with a designer who's not only knowledgeable about landscaping in your area but also gets your personal taste.



https://www.bacqyard.com/?utm_source=home&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=package-sample&utm_content=Classic+Package#pricing
https://calendly.com/bacqyard/free-design-project-consult

